Description

Features

Within every FIM solution you have multiple systems that are connected via
management agents. A management agent is the connection between a source/
destination system (like LDAP, Database, Text files etc.) and Forefront Identity
Manager (formerly known as ILM & MIIS). There is out of the box no solution for real
time scheduling and triggering management agents based on time or events, reporting
or alerting and integrating scripts or applications to complete the synchronization
process.

Compact feature list:
- Copy, rename and move file(s)
- Execute processes and scripts
- Execute SQL or PowerShell commands
- Upload/Download FTP(S) files
- Execute management agents
- Manage run and password history
Within every FIM solution you need to
This means real time synchronization with
- FIM 2010 & Omada workflow
schedule the management agents based on FIM!
- Time based synchronization
a specific interval or events, events like an
- Event based synchronization
Every run or step is reported to give
HR text file is updated or data within the
(FIM, Omada, AD, SQL, PowerShell)
administrators insight in which data is being
FIM portal is ready to be synchronized.
- Plugin based synchronization
synchronized and which errors occurred,
These events can all indicate there is a need
- Advanced & Intuitive reporting
and with the alerting feature administrators
to start the synchronization.
- Thresholds
only have to act in case of errors and do not
- Highly customizable
Administrators always need to verify the
have to monitor the system the entire day!
- Step behaviors
data which is being synchronized and if
Another important feature is the
errors occurred. When errors arise,
extensibility, the IM Sequencer uses a plugin
appropriate counter measures need to be
model for other developers or companies to
taken to prevent corruption in the IDM sysintegrate other systems (event based),
tem or other connected systems.
execute custom steps to complete your
synchronization work or use custom
Traxion has developed software that help
conditions to block synchronization in very
the IDM administrators to get in total
specific circumstances.
control.
The IM sequencer is capable to start any
synchronization cycle on a time based
scenario, like every hour or every day.
More important the IM Sequencer can start
the synchronization cycle based on events
that can occur when text files are being
updated, or when data within the FIM
portal is ready, even if data is ready in
Omada Identity manager or other
applications can cause the IM sequencer to
trigger the run cycle.

The next important feature is configurable
thresholds, these thresholds block
synchronization if a huge amounts of data
are being added, changed or deleted.

You can read more and download and try
out our software now, just go to:
http://www.imsequencer.com

or send your e-mail to:
info@imsequencer.com

Traxion - www.traxion.com
Email: sales@imsequencer.com Phone: +31 (0) 418 65 3883

Traxion is an organization specialized in
Identity & Access management. Traxion is a
Independent vendor that can provide it’s
clients with a complete Identity & Access
management portfolio.
Traxion has a excellent track record which is
unique in the market.

The IM Sequencer delivers more control for
managing the Identity Management
solution it provides important information
from the system and replaces any custom

